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Community Park and rehabilitated wetlands
located on the Denmark College of Agriculture’s
farm adjacent to the Centre for Sustainable
Living. The restoration of the river foreshore and
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wetlands is part of an on-going effort to conserve
habitats and increase awareness of the cultural
and environmental significance of the area to the
Denmark community.
Take a self-guided walk and discover part of
Denmark’s environmental and cultural heritage.
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THE KWOORABUP WALK TRAIL
Kwoorabup is the Noongar name for the
Denmark River, a significant Aboriginal site
and important part of Denmark’s cultural
and natural heritage.
The Kwoorabup Walk Trail links the
Denmark River to a broader cultural
landscape that includes Aboriginal sites in
and around the Wilson Inlet.
The development of the Kwoorabup Trail
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Education and Innovation

Centre and LotteryWest.

Kwoor is the Noongar name for the Western Brush Wallaby
(Macropus Irma). Hence Kwoorabup, the name for the
Denmark River, means place of the Kwoor, where the
Wallaby was once found in wooded areas fringing the River.
The Kwoor was once a prolific food source for Noongar
people in the area but clearing and predatory foxes have
reduced the number of Kwoor to isolated remnants in the
south coast areas of Western Australia.
The Denmark River foreshore hosts a range of bush plants
that are used as a traditional resource by Noongar people,
including the paperbark, peppermints, sedges, soap bush,
blue bells, ferns, bulbs and banksias and many others.

The Kwoor weighs about 7.7kg
and has thick, soft, blue-grey fur.
It has a black stripe down its back
and black forepaws and toes.
They are found in open
forest and woodland and forage
on seasonally wet flats and
depressions with low grasses.
They find shelter in thickets of
scrub.

Please treat the Kwoorabup River with care.

